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Finding the Waterline  

 
Following almost two decades of friendship with one very special creative soul, I recently came               
to realise that whilst I’ve spent countless hours engaged in dialogue with her about creativity               
itself, never before have we spoken in any substantial depth about her work specifically. I have                
admired, encouraged and happily received her art over the years, but have I ever truly               
understood it, or the inner world it’s born from?  
 
 
 
 



In attempt to change this, I sat with my friend - Brighton-based contemporary abstract painter               
Kate Scott - ahead of her exhibition at Terre Verte Gallery in Cornwall, and listened as she                 
spoke openly about her new collection of acrylics on canvas. In the excerpts below she talks of                 
colour interpretation, of personal inspiration and of finding the balance between formal and             
organic expression - or as I’ve now come to think of it, finding the waterline.  
  

 
 
Kate talks about links between colours and chakras: 
 
A man visited my Brighton Festival exhibition in May, wearing clothes that matched the tones in                
one of my paintings. He was a psychologist, and he was asking me questions about colour;                
about if it resonates in chakras and auras. I had never considered it before but, looking at my                  
work, perhaps it does. Turquoise is about communication and the throat chakra, which is really               
important in my life and in my work. I found it interesting that I had chosen that colour to spend                    
so long getting right. There’s a painting called Earth Flare which has a very strong, fiery,                



volcanic, molten quality, like it’s coming from the earth out. It’s an expression of strong energy.                
He thought it was anger but it isn’t; it’s just intense emotion, and I have that in a lot of my work. I                       
was explaining to him that the way I construct pictures is a conversation between formality and                
composition, and is very controlled, but also gestural. It’s about balancing the two so that it                
doesn’t become too formal and tidy, or flat. Certain bits take a long time - blotting and layering                  
them - and sometimes a piece looks dead because it’s been overworked. I’m always trying to                
introduce a feeling of vibrancy, movement and freshness, I suppose.  

 
Earth Flare 

 
 
 



We discuss how Outdoor Pursuits came to get its name: 
 
It was because when I looked at it I could see movement; it was like being on a train, when                    
you’re rushing past the landscape. You see the trees blur, you look up at the sky and it’s a really                    
amazing blue. Or you’re lying down and watching the leaves blowing in the wind, and you’ve got                 
that depth. When things are in and out of focus, that’s the feeling I got when I looked at that                    
picture. 

 
Outdoor Pursuits 

 
 



We speak about Big Blue, a piece which sold almost instantly during the Brighton Festival               
Artists Open Houses earlier this summer:  
 
It took ages to get the quality of the blue right. It went through phases of being scribbly, of                   
having very strong brush marks, of being minimal and perfect, with sharp edges. I had to keep                 
trying to find “it” and in the end what it feels like is a breath. There’s a space behind it and in                      
front of it - an ethereal space within the painting that’s like the space of the breath you have in                    
yoga when you’re very calm and there are no thoughts. It’s very comfortable and you’ve got                
nothing distracting you. It’s a really lovely and comforting place. Another similar painting I did               
last year was called Finding the Waterline. I got to the point where it had this lovely balance;                  
there were parts that were challenging, quirky and slightly ugly, but the whole thing had a gentle                 
feeling of belonging, and of everything fitting together. That’s what I’m trying to get from the                
composition. 



  
Big Blue 

 
Kate comments on avoiding the “easy trick” of using too much blue: 
 
Blue is a very seductive colour. You can use it so easily, like “little girl pink”. People love blue                   
because it makes them happy. Blue skies, Mediterranean holidays… it’s just got that quality.              
People always like paintings with blue in them. As an artist it’s quite an easy trick to use blue,                   
and I don’t like to do things that are too easy for myself, so if I see that a painting is looking too                       
lush, too obviously seductive, I will beat it back, blot it off, scrape it off. I’ll allow it, but it has to                      
be argued with something else, otherwise it’s saccharine and inauthentic. There has to be a               



mixture between colours that are not necessarily seductive or beautiful in the normal sense, but               
which take on that quality when they’re put next to something else. 

 
Before India 

 
Kate explains her difficulty with commissioned paintings:  
 
My work is organic and it comes from somewhere I don’t even understand. The colours just                
choose themselves. It’s like stream of consciousness writing, but with painting. I have to go with                
what comes into my head, so to try and do a commission of a sensual blue painting, or a pink                    
painting, would be very hard. The contrary person in me will just start painting over it, and it will                   
become a different colour.  



 
Peaceful Edge 

 
We finish by speaking about painting conceptually versus organically: 
 
I have techniques, and sometimes they lead to similarities - but it’s me that’s painted it, it’s my                  
body of work, therefore it will have similarities, like anything would if it came from the same                 
person. So I accept that now, that these rhythms, languages and compositions are going to               
echo through each other. The only time I’ve managed to be a bit more conceptual was when I                  
did my Masters in printmaking. I did lithography and silkscreen, which works in layers so you                
have to plan. But I just didn’t understand planning. I would respond to whatever I saw, get it                  
wrong and try again, and that’s not printmaking - that’s trying to paint with prints. That affected                 



my painting for a short while afterwards, but then my organic, natural way of painting came                
back, and that’s how it still is now.  

 
Kiwi - Smoky Sky 

 
Kate’s Cornish exhibition at Terre Verte Gallery entitled “Meditation, Layers & Memory”            
commences on the 20th July and features three other artists: Rupert Loydell, Leo Saunders and               
Pete Ramskill. 
 

 
  


